1994 ford ranger serpentine belt

The serpentine belt tensioner presses its pulley against the serpentine belt, which provides the
tension to hold the belt on the various pulleys in the system. The tensioner has an internal
spring that provides this tension. The spring itself or the bearings in the tensioner pulley can
fail. If the tensioner fails, you will know immediately, due to a lost serpentine belt. When the time
comes to replace your tensioner, you'll probably spend less than an hour on this task. Put your
safety glasses on, raise the hood and locate the belt routing diagram sticker. The sticker is
white, with black ink showing a diagram of the serpentine belt and how it routes around each
pulley. If the belt is still on, move to step two; if the belt is gone, skip ahead to step three. Put
the belt tensioner tool into the tensioner and lever it back to release the pressure from the
serpentine belt. Slide the belt off the tensioner pulley with your free hand. Remove the tensioner
tool and set it aside. Use the socket set to remove the bolt or bolts holding the tensioner body
to the front of the engine. In some Rangers, you may have to unbolt and remove the idler pulley
to get at the tensioner mounting bolts. If so, do not forget to put the idler pulley back on after
you have replaced the tensioner. Pull the bolts out by hand after loosening them and set them
aside. Then, take the old tensioner out and put the new one in its place. Slide the bolt s through
the tensioner mount holes into the engine and start the threading by hand before finishing it
with the socket and socket wrench. Put the idler pulley back on if you had to remove it in step
three. Put the tensioner tool on the new tensioner and lever it back away from the belt path.
Once it is pulled back, slip the belt back over the tensioner pulley and let the tensioner move
back to its natural position. Pull the tensioner tool back out. Verify the belt is routed properly by
comparing the routing to the diagram you located in step one. Start the engine and watch the
belt travel to make sure the tensioner is working properly before closing the hood and driving
the Ranger. Allen Moore's career includes awards in poetry and creative fiction, published
lyrics, fiction books and nonfiction articles as well as a master certification in automotive
service from the Ford Motor Company. Moore is a contributing writer for RF Step 1 Put your
safety glasses on, raise the hood and locate the belt routing diagram sticker. Step 2 Put the belt
tensioner tool into the tensioner and lever it back to release the pressure from the serpentine
belt. Step 3 Use the socket set to remove the bolt or bolts holding the tensioner body to the
front of the engine. Step 4 Pull the bolts out by hand after loosening them and set them aside.
Step 5 Slide the bolt s through the tensioner mount holes into the engine and start the threading
by hand before finishing it with the socket and socket wrench. Step 6 Put the tensioner tool on
the new tensioner and lever it back away from the belt path. Step 7 Verify the belt is routed
properly by comparing the routing to the diagram you located in step one. Safety glasses Belt
tensioner tool Socket set. Noises problem Ford Ranger Automatic 97, miles Above is a picture
of where the serpentine belt is getting caught and smoking. I need to know the cause of the
problem, what parts would be needed, and how long it would take to repair. This is my only
vehicle and I am a college student. Do you. The pulley may be out of alignement. But, if you
need my help, what you need to do is to align the pulley and attach the belts. The pulley
alignment may be tricky and require some time to get right. In the picture, a wood alignment tool
is being used. The far end of the alignmnet tool rests on the crankshaft pulley, and the near end
is on the power steering pulley. Alignment is made with the power steering pulley puller and
press. Adjust the power steering pulley until it is well in line with the crankshaft pulley. NOTE:
Two things will likely happen if the pulleys are not in alignment. Was this answer. I think it might
be the AC Compressor that has failed and is causing the belt to squeal. Is this possible? The
problem may be with pulley alignement or you just need to change your belt. If the new belt
makes noise and get caught after few days, your pulleys are out of alignement. What you can do
is to put a new belt and give a chance. It may solv the problem. Let me know what happens after
you put a new belt. Here's my two cents: The pulley you're showing looks like your AC
compressor. Chances are it's locked up. I would shop around to find the best deal. If you're
lucky your problem is only the clutch, in which case you can replace it without opening the
system and it's cheaper. Also, if your car has its original AC system, it may be made for R12
refrigerant. This refrigerant is no longer used, almost impossible to find, and very expensive.
Hope this helps Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Serpentine
Belt Squeal Content. The Motor Was Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory Drive Belt. Serpentine Belt Drive
Component Kit. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling
System. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and
Hardware. AC Delco. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Dayco Multi Rib Belt. Product List
Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Features: OE-Equivalent. Direct fit for easy
installation. Designed for high mileage multiple-accessory drives. Resistant against wear, oil
and heat. Features: Size: Features: Size: 87' long by. Gates Multi Rib Belt. Features:
OE-Equivalent and Direct fit for easy installation. Combines advantages of V and flat belts

Superior on small diameter pulleys Excellent resistance to tension decay characteristics
Excellent wear resistance Back-side drive capability Allows use of automatic tensioners. Higher
load carrying capabilities. Cooler operating temperatures. Gates K Multi Rib Belt. Bando Multi
Rib Belt. Bando W Multi Rib Belt. Strong tensile cords limit stretching. Supports higher
horsepower loads. Made from high strength synthetic rubber. ContiTech Multi Rib Belt.
Temperature-stable from F to F 30C to 80C. High performance construction. Polychloroprene
rubber cover and body. Polyester fiber tensile members and a ribbed belt design. Motorcraft
belts are designed for minimum maintenance and maximum performance. Manufactured from
premium-quality materials to strict Ford Engineering standards. Polyester cords help belt resist
stretching, minimize slipping and provide excellent performance in applications with short
adjustment drive systems. Multi-layer laminated construction and die-cut edge design provides
quiet operation and long life. Motorcraft cogged belts are designed to flex easily around even
the smallest pulley. The molded cog design helps preserve belt strength, eliminate rough edges
and provides quiet operation. Precise fit and belt lengths results in fast installations and can
provide fewer customer complaints. Show More Show Less. Motorcraft Multi Rib Belt.
Mitsuboshi Multi Rib Belt. Image is not vehicle specific. Driveworks Multi Rib Belt. Catalog: P.
Vehicle Engine Steering Ford Ranger. Vehicle Engine Ford Ranger. Catalog: A. Catalog: B.
Catalog: H. Catalog: N. Vehicle Ford Ranger. Motorcraft serpentine belt are designed for
maximum performance and durability. This premium product is the best way to go for those
looking for the highest quality replacement that offers supreme levels of quality, performance
and reliability. Designed to provide a perfect fit for a hassle free installation, this reliable
product can help you get you vehicle back on the road faster and easier. When you need to
repair your engine you can battle the traffic and stand in line at the auto parts chain store, only
to be told that what you need is out of stock and has to be ordered. And if they have the parts
can you be assured of the quality? Do you recognize the name on the box? And how do you
know if you're getting the best price? You won't have those concerns with our replacement
engine parts. Motorcraft carries only top name products from well-known OE and aftermarket
suppliers. In fact, many of our manufacturers are suppliers to the vehicle manufacturers, so the
parts you get from us may be the same as the ones that came on your car or truck. Motorcraft
carries everything from gaskets and seals to repair oil leaks, to engine control system sensors
to make that dash light go out, to parts like camshafts and timing chains for major repairs. And
unlike many other on-line vendors, we don't just have the big items and let you scramble for the
details. Motorcraft carries everything needed to complete the job, including gasket sealer and
motor oil. And the best part is you can have these top quality parts, at the best prices, with just
a few clicks of the mouse or a call to one of our knowledgeable sales associates. No traffic, no
standing in line, order from the comfort of your home or office. With Motorcraft engine parts you
can schedule the repair when it's convenient for you. Manufactured to strict specifications, the
products have undergone extensive laboratory and on-the-road testing. Motorcraft parts feature
OEM quality and fit and are designed to maximize the performance of Ford, Lincoln, and
Mercury models. Recommended by the Ford Motor Company, Motorcraft is a one stop shop for
your automotive needs. Availability Varies - Depends on Product Options. Add to Wish List.
Authorized Dealer. Low Prices. Price match guarantee. Guaranteed Fitment. Always the correct
part. In-House Experts. We know our products. Easy Returns. Product Details Features
Warranty Reviews 0. About us. Reviews 0. Only authorized customers can leave a review on our
website. We would love to know what you like or dislike about the product. Share your opinion
on product quality, appearance, installation, and other characteristics. Write a Review. Gates is
the largest global manufacturer of OE timing belts. This means Gates is able to cover the
Aftermarket with timing belts that are OE-equivalent, or better, in service life The finest quality
at a great price Gates carries everything needed to complete the job. Motorcraft serpentine belt
are designed for maximum performance and durability. This premium product is the best way to
go for those looking for the highest quality replacement that This belt is designed with teeth
molded directly into its surface to avoid slipping for reliable and efficient performance.
Manufactured using the latest material OE quality product for safe, reliable, and efficient
performance Manufactured using the latest material technology. This top-grade product is
expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a
well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship. Manufactured from Designed to deliver
trouble-free, consistent performance Right for your vehicle and lifestyle. Racing, Performance,
Muscle. The only belt in the industry specifically designed for high-output and forced induction
engines. Specially-engineered to deliver maximum boost and Advanced, exact-fit and
precision-ground belt profile Two layers of adhesion gum for maximum strength and durability.
This premium product is the best way to go for those looking for the highest quality
replacement that offers supreme levels of quality, performance and reliability. Designed to OE

quality parts from top original equipment and aftermarket manufacturers The finest quality at a
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price. This premium product is the best way to go for those looking for the highest quality
replacement that offers supreme levels of quality, performance and reliability This premium
product is the best way to go for those looking for the highest quality replacement that offers
supreme levels of quality, performance and Specially constructed for vehicles that utilize the
multiple-belt system, this product features raw-edge construction along with a patented top
cogged design, which More flexibility and increased airflow around the belt for prolonged
service life Raw-edge sidewall construction along with a patented top cogged design for top
performance. Ford Ranger 2. Do you hear chirping or squealing noise? Has the "power"
disappeared from your steering? Does your engine crank slowly and are your lights dim? Made
from the finest materials in compliance with Made utilizing the finest materials and equipment
Engineered to restore your vehicle to its pristine condition. Related Searches.

